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Complaint Type: Problems with Product/Service Status: Answered

11/22/2021

I have been contacted by Imperial Freight Lines over a dozen times about a move from
Arizona to Michigan occurring in December that I have already made arrangements for
that do not include services from Imperial Freight Lines. While other moving companies
take "no" the first time of being told and asked to remove from the nst, this company
instead continues to call several times a day to a number that is on the FTC's Do Not Call
list. I never reached out to this company. Budget Van Lines blasted my contact
information out to dozens of moving companies around the country where I was
bombarded by hundreds of phone calls, emeas, and text messages. All of which were
asked to stop, and all but one of them did. Today, at 2:13 PM, I was contacted by a TJ. I
told him that I am not interested in his services and to stop calling, he began to argue with
me that this was the first time he called. I told him that I did not care if it was his first time
calling me and to stop. I hung up, but he Immediately called back. I told him to stop calling
• this number is a Do Not Call number. He began to yell something at me when I hung up
again. He then proceeded to dial the number 3 more times. On the third call, I answered
and left him to sit in silence. After a few seconds, I hear ",,**"""**!" and the phone call ended .•This is well beyond harassment I have contacted the FTC and sent a message to the
company. I will take further legal action if this is not resolved. This business needs to stop
calling me • I will never be doing business with them now or ever In the future.

Desired Outcome
No further contact by the business
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11/23/2021

We appreciate customer feedback, as a company, we are always looking for ways to improve our
services. In response to the online complaint, we would like to address the following: 1.We do not
have any inquiry or customer in our database by the name of "******* ****" 2. We do not have a "TJ"
that is currently employed or previously employed at our company. This incident may have been
a competitor. 3. We follow all FTC 1 TCPA laws and regulations regarding incoming and outgoing
calls to consumers and only contact consumers who request a quote. 4. Per the consumer's
request, we will not contact in the future. We appreciate your time and attention to this matter.

Customer Response 11/23/2021

(The consumer indicated he/she DID NOT accept the response from the business.) Imperial
Freight Lines Is the one that had called me, and the caller Identified himself as TJ. It was not a
competitor. I have included a screensnot of the calls as they happened that came from your
number. which you can see that there were 5 in a row. You would not have a *.,***.,* .,*.,., in your
system because I gave a fake name to Budget Van lines who forwarded my fake name and
phone number to your company without my permission. You need to remove XXX-XXX-XXXX
from your database. It is a Do Not Call phone number. Any further contact will result in legal
action against Imperial Freight Lines for harassment. If I have to change my phone number, there
will be monetary action taken as well.

J

Imperial Freight Lines Respons. 11/27/2021

We appreclate customer feedback, as a company, we are always looking for ways to improve our
services. In response to the online complaint, we would like to address the following: 1.On
Budget Van Lines site when filling out your info, while typing in phone number it states in a big
paragraph. IIBy clicking on the IIView Quotell button I agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy
POlicy. My "click" is my expressed written consent to be contacted via ems ii, text, SMS or phone
(including the use of autodlaled calls or prerecorded calls) by licensed moving companies and
moving partners that can quote or service my move, as well as companies offering other useful
products or services. My consent supersedes registration on any do-not-call ilst. My consent is
not a condition of any purchase." 2. We will fulfill your request and take this number out of any
database we have control over. 3. Imperial Freight Lines does not sell your Information to any
other business or entity. Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. •

Customer Response 11/30/2021
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(The consumer indicated he/she DID NOT accept the response from the business.) "My consent
supersedes registration on any do-not-call list" Does not change consumer protections under the
law. There is plenty of esse-precedent that reminds businesses that they cannot fine print waiving
matters of law. If you would prefer, I would be glad to file suit in federal court to have a Judge
remind you of these facts, Your employee was asked to stop contacting me, but instead they
decided to redial me 4 more times and In the last call yelled "*******" at me, You are not allowed to
violate the law and harass me. Thank you for removing my contact information from your
database. However, this back-and-forth where your organization Is arguing with my experience
via the BBB is still a form of harassment Please stop, This is beyond unprofessional of your
organization to continue to argue like this,

J

Imperial Freight Lines Response 12/01/2021

We appreciate customer feedback, as a company, we are always looking for ways to improve our
services. In response to the online complaint, we would like to address the following: As stated
previously on #2, We will fulfill your request and take this number out of any database we have
control over. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Complaint Type: Problems with Product/Service Status: Answered

11/10/2021

On 11105/20211 contacted Imperial Freight Lines about a move I was getting ready for.
They sent me an emaiJ offer to move me 700 miles across country for about $3000,00, I
contacted them by phone and was given a new estimate for about $4000.00, I did not
want to pay that much because I could move myself for about $2000.00. He quickly got
me a new estimate for $3180,54. This was a price I agreed to, While on the phone and
going over the estimate he told me that they where a full service mover and they do
everything. He also told me that they were a LLC (Limited Liability Carrier) a type of
Insurance to limit lawsuits. He wanted a payment of $652.00 right then (11/01/2021) and a
payment of $652.00 on Friday (11/0.5/2021), I was not able to do that at that moment and
he would not accept VISA or MasterCard it had to be a check. He asked what I could
afford right then and I told him $500.00. He said that would be okay and he would deduct
the balance from my checking account Friday but I had to do it right then or the offer was
no good. So. I agreed. On Sunday I got a call from somebody other than Imperial Freight
telling me that they would be at my home between 8:00am & 12:00 on Monday and they
wanted a picture of my motorcycle also because they were moving it too. I called Imperial
Freight back and asked who they were and they told me they used subcontractors out
here, I got up at 6:00am Monday to start getting ready 5 hours latter nothing no call, no
emau, no truck, I was worried at this point so I called Imperial Freight and they did not
know where he was. At this point I told them I want to cancel because it did not make
since. They told me they were going to do the move and now somebody else was. After a
close reread of the contract they say they are only a coordinator which means they don't
need a LLC license, I called the bank and explained my problem to them and they said
that it was fraud. That Is why they wanted a check.

Desired Outcome
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Refund

D

We appreciate customer feedback. as a company, we are always looking for ways to improve our
services. In response to the online complaint we would like to address the following: 1. On
November 1,2021, company secured a position on our calendar and provided customer with a
Binding Moving Estimate, which was acknowledged, signed, and returned, prior to accepting a
deposit of $1308.00 and securing a position on our calendar. 2. As the estimate states in section
5. of binding moving estimate, It states, AS A PROPERLY LICENSED INTERSTATE MOVING
COORDINATOR,SHIPPER AGENT,BROKER, IMPERIAL FREIGHT LINES IS NOT A MOTOR
CARRIER AND WILL NOT TRANSPORT AN INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMER,SHIPPER HOUSEHOLD
GOODS, BUT WILL COORDINATE AND ARRANGE FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF
HOUSEHOLD GOODS BY AN FMCSA AUTHORIZED MOTOR CARRIER." 3. Company has a
broker-earner agreement set between it's authorized fmcsa carriers which was coordinated for
customer as the agent for the company to provide moving services for the customer. 4. Company
accepts checks as a form of payment because funds are verifiable and it eliminates additional
processing fees for the customer and eliminates credit card fraud. Customer's desired resolution
was for a refund of their deposit however after reviewing the file and seeing that the FMCSA
authorized motor carrier attempted to pick up customer within the 3 day pickup window set forth
and customer canceled, thus refusing service. Section 20. of the signed estimate states, "AS THE
CUSTOMER, I AGREE THAT ANY REFUSAL OR DENIAL OF SERVICE, EITHER VERBALLY IN
PERSON OR OVER THE PHONE, WILL BE TREATED AS A LATE CANCELLATION MADE OUTSIDE
OF THE CANCELLATION WINDOW. I UNDERSTAND THAT NO REFUND WILL BE ISSUED IF I
REFUSE OR DENY SERVICE DURING THE PICKUP WINDOW." Customer states they called inside
of their pickup window to cancel, resulting in a refusal of service. The company has concluded
we not only stayed in clear communication with the customer, but more importantly our end of
the contract was in fact executed and therefore, no refund can be processed in any form. Thank
you for your time and attention to this matter.

Customer Retponse 11/23/2021

I was available for the 3 days prior to the window that they said they would be there. They did not
show up within the window they set and I told them I did not want reschedule. I waited all day
long and they did not call or try to notify me.

D

Imperial Freight LJnesResponse 11/27/2021
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-_. We appreciate customer feedback, as a company, we are always looking for ways to improve our
services. In response to the online complaint we would like to address the following: Customer's
pick up date was scheduled for 11/8/21e11110/21.Imperial Freight lines tries to record any and all
interactions with any customer. The last Interaction recorded was on 11/8/21when company
contacted customer to confirm Pick Up ETA and customer got frustrated and hung up on the
agent without confirming. Company stands by our original decision. Thanks for your attention and
time regarding this matter.

Complaint Type: Delivery Issues Status: Answered

10/28/2021

On a recorded line, I specified the size of my storage unit as. 10x10x10 and completely full.
I was given a quote based of cubic feet provided by the sales agent, *"' .•..•."'•.•.**. He assured
me my things would be 730 cf. Today, 11days after my quote and past the 72 hour
window for me to cancel, they raised my price by $3500. I did not agree to this price.
They will not refund any monies paid stating that I signed a contract. This contract should
go both ways. With the newly raised price, I have no choices to opt out. I'm stuck paying
their raised price because they won't cancel. I understand that I signed a contract. I also
understand that an estimated amount shouldn't be $3500 more. That was a terrible
estimate and one that I would have never agreed on.

Desired Outcome
Billing adjustment

J

Imperial Freight Lines Response 11/10/2021
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-' We appreciate customers' feedback, as a company, we are always looking for ways to improve
our services. In response to the online complaint, we would like to address the following: 1.On
October 17, 2021 our company secured a position on our calendar and provided customer a
Binding Moving Estimate, which was acknowledged, signed and returned, prior to accepting a
deposit of $1678 and securing a position on our calendar. 2. Our company strives in saving
customers money, which is why an Itemized inventory was complied on the initial booking call
and customer was made aware of the volume the items occupied on the inventory during the
verification process prior to signing the binding moving estimate. As stated under "Understanding
Your Estimate," the estimate states, "This agreement was put together based on the list of items
provided by the customer and services requested at the time this estimate was prepared. Your
price may change based on the agreed-upon rate per cubic foot if you add any additional
items/volume or should your move require and additional services" 3. During the quality
assurance call, which was done a few days prior to the customer's move date, to ensure a
finalized list was prepared to avoid any problems on move day, customer needed more space
reserved for their move. Customer did not agree to any new charges and was sent a quality
assurance acknowledgement form which was acknowledged, signed and returned prior to being
reverted to their original space reservation on October 27,2021. Customer's desired resolution
was for a billing adjustment, while we cannot add additional volume for free as stated in the
estimate, we are willing to offer a partial refund of customer's deposit of 25%, totaling $419.50.
Remaining deposit can be placed on a credit for up to 24 months to be used for any interstate
move. At this time the company's decision was based off all documents acknowledged, signed
and returned. More importantly, the company has concluded we not only stayed in clear
communication with the customer regarding all issues with their move. Thank you for your time
and attention to this matter.

Customer Response 11/12/2021

(The consumer indicated he/she DID NOT accept the response from the business.) The amount
of cubic feet I needed at the time of the Initial phone call was clearly stated. It was on a recorded
line that I had a 10 x 10 x 10 storage unit completely full. I received no communication until two
days before they were supposed to come pick my items up. At this point the representative
stated that whoever made my original reservation did not provide enough cubic footage and I
was going to need more. It was at this time that my price was increased. Had the original
employee provided me with the correct cubic footage from the start, the price would have been
known to me at that time. Raising my price two days before the move is unacceptable and
unethical. There was no communication between my original reservation and the phone call I
received two days prior. I am requesting a full refund for my deposit. Due to the unethical nature
of this business, I cannot in my best interest use them as a moving service at any time. The
original representative quoted me the wrong cubic footage. Had they quoted me correctly on the
amount of cubic footage I was actually going to need, I would have known the total price at tlie
time of the reservation, and not only 2 days before the moving truck was coming. When they
raised my rates, it was clearly after their 72 hour period where I was allowed to cancel. I am
requesting a full refund on my deposit because the cubic footage I specified I needed and the
rate I was quoted was not correct. This was the fault of Imperial freight lines. They have done
nothing in regards to communication or anything and help resolving this Issue. I am not satisfied
with their response.Their customer service and their owner did nothing to help explain or resolve
this issue. Their customer service department hung up on me multiple times when I had a
discrepancy with the price. There has been no communication from imperial freight lines
whatsoever. The statement they provided you was false
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Imperial Freight Lines Respo"" 11/16/2021

We appreciate customers' feedback, as a company. we are always looking for ways to improve
our services. In response to the online complaint, we would like to address the following: After
reviewing the details of this matter and considering that the customer acknowledged, signed and
agreed to the original cubic footage on the binding moving estimate that was calculated based
on an itemized inventory list given by the customer. the company decides to stand by it's original
decision. A partial refund Is stili available to the customer. Thank you for your time and attention
to this matter.

888 Buslness Profiles may not be reproduced for sales or prornotlonal purposes.

BBB Business Profiles are provided solely to assist you In exercising your own best judqment, BBB asks third parties who publish
complaints. reviews and/or responses on this website to affirm that the information provided is accurate, However, B88 does not
verify the accuracy of Information provided by third partle$, and does not guarantee the accuracy of any lnformmiol1 in Business
Profiles.

When considering complaint information, please take Into account the company's size and volume of transactions, and understand
that the nature of complaints and a firm's responses to them are often more important than the number of complaints,

BBB Business Profiles generally cover a three~yeiJt reporting period. BBB Bustn~s Profiles are subject to change at any time, If you
choose to do business wttn tills business, please let ttl~ business know that you contacted 88B for a 888 Business Profile.

As a matter of policy, BBB does not endorse any product, service or buslness.
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